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Universal Lighting Technologies Introduces EVERLINE LRA4P Ideal for
Retrofit
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (September 5, 2019) – Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc., a global leader in
lighting and a member of the Panasonic Group, recently upgraded its EVERLINE LED Retrofit Strip
Assembly (LRA4P) designed for applications such as parking garages, retail stores, commercial
office buildings, schools, and industrial facilities.
“As the retrofit market continues to grow with LED technology, Universal is always focused on
solutions that save our customers time and money, allowing them to easily replace parts without a
complete redesign,” said Greg Bennorth, Director of Product Management. “The EVERLINE LRA4P
aims to make installations and retrofits easier than ever, providing supreme flexibility for
application options ranging from industrial facilities to retail stores.”
The LRA4P strip retrofit family includes kits for 4-foot and 8-foot strip fixtures. The 4-foot is
available in 5 different lumen packages ranging from 3,000 to 7,000 lumens. The 8-foot is available
in 6 different packages ranging from 5,000 to 11,500 lumens.
The EVERLINE LRA4P kits are also field programmable using the “Touch to Tune” app with the
installed EVERLINE PW Driver. This technology allows Touch to Tune distributors to tune the
drivers locally when necessary to customize light levels within defined limits.
The 4 1/2” wide LED Retrofit Strip Assembly is universally compatible with a variety of fluorescent
strip fixtures and manufacturers making this a great choice for most retrofit solutions. The LRA4P
includes one or two 4-foot strip fixture panels with EVERLINE® LED lensed modules connected to a
pre-mounted 0-10V dimming driver. The installation kit installs directly into many fixtures using
existing mounting locations but also contain flexible mounting brackets to expand application use.
The EVELRINE LRA4P are UL classified for damp and dry locations, and DesignLights Consortium®
(DLC®) Qualified. Designed for maximum durability, the LRA4P offers a seven-year warranty.
For more information on Universal Lighting Technologies, visit www.unvlt.com.
About Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc.
Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc. a member of the Panasonic group and a subsidiary of
Panasonic Lighting Americas, Inc., engineers, manufactures and markets innovative solutions for
commercial lighting across North America, including LED drivers, LED modules, fluorescent, HID
and connected devices using wired and wireless technology. Universal’s EVERLINE ® LED retrofit
continuum provides a range of solutions for upgrading fluorescent to LED. With over 70 years of
experience, the company is recognized for its commitment to quality and customer service. Learn

more about Universal at www.unvlt.com. Like us on Facebook and follow us on LinkedIn and
Twitter.
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